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Crude Oil ETFs


Commodity investment in institutional portfolios.





Exposure via passive,
passive long
long-only
only commodity futures.
futures





Stoll and Whaley (2010): $174 billion.
Index funds: 24%; ETFs: 25%.

Physicals incur storage and insurance costs.
Futures markets are liquid.

ETF Roll strategy: Sell expiring contract and purchase
contracts with more distant expiration days.

USO share price vs. Crude Oil
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ETFs preannounce the Roll.

ETF Roll activity is large (table 1)

Predatory trading?
Wall Street Journal, 3/6/2009:
“Since the fund (USO) is so big, it is unable to switch in
and out of contracts….without moving markets and giving
speculators an opportunity to make bets on those moves.”
“It’s like taking candy from a baby and the candy comes
outt off returns
t
off th
the iinvestors
t
iin th
the ffund.”
d”

Bloomberg, 7/22/2010:
“Professional futures traders exploit the ETFs’ monthly rolls
to make easy profits at the little guy’s expense…. They can buy the
next month ahead of the big programmed rolls to drive up the
price, or sell before the ETF, pushing down the price investors get
paid for expiring futures.”
“I make a living off the dumb money…”
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Predatory trading: Theory
Brunnermeier and Pedersen (2005), Carlin, Lobo and
Viswanathan (2007), Schoneborn and Schied (2007).



Traders are aware of the presence of a large liquidator.
Profit by trading in the same direction as the liquidator
and reversing the position after liquidation is complete
complete.

Outcomes:
Predators cause the security price to temporarily
overshoot the long-term equilibrium.
 Liquidator earns lower proceeds.
 Lower price forces other traders into distress.


Example: LTCM, Amaranth, ENRON, AIG, Lehman.

Sunshine trading: Theory
Admati and Pfleiderer (1991), Schoneborn and Schied (2007)
Liquidator should preannounce trading intention if:
 credibly signal that trade is liquidity motivated.
 the trade size is large.
Outcomes:
 Increase market size by attracting natural counterparties
and liquidity providers.





Competition among predators is beneficial.

Lower the adverse selection component of trading costs.
Liquidator achieves a more favorable price.

Our Contributions
Predatory or sunshine trading?
 Simple Model - How ‘Market Resiliency’ determines the
strategic trader’s optimal response.
Market quality on Roll and non-Roll days
More Depth in limit order book + Tighter Spreads.



Estimate the Resiliency of Crude Oil Futures Market.
 Price impact is fully reversed in 15 minutes.
Examine Strategic Trading surrounding Roll days
Behavior consistent with Sunshine Trading



What explains ETF underperformance?
Roll Cost + Cost-of-Carry
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Data and sample


CFTC dataset: All NYMEX crude oil futures trade,
including floor and block trades, and Globex trades.
 For each trade: trade type, price, volume, account
number for buyer and seller







Number of active accounts during periods of interest.
T k inventory
Track
i
t
changes
h
by
b accounts.
t

CME’s dataset: 5-level deep limit order book, bid-ask
quotes, and CME Globex trades.
Commodity Research Bureau (CRB) daily record of
settlement prices, volume and open interest for each
contract over January 1990 through November 2011.

Data and sample
WTI Crude Oil Futures contracts traded on NYMEX
Daily settlement price: VWAP of trades between 2:28 PM and
2:30 PM ET.
Sample period: March 1, 2008 to February 28, 2009.


12 monthly roll dates.

Aggregate trading activity of Eight ETFs on Roll days.





ETF Roll dates are public.
Each month, define ‘Roll date’ as the single date with more
than 90% of ETF monthly trading activity.
Aggregate assets under management for sample ETFs
increased from $0.63 billion in March 2008 to $4.66 billion in
February 2009.
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Activity is higher on Roll days (table 3)
Each measure is calculated for each minute of trading day.
Compare market quality on Roll and non-Roll day for same
minute. Report test of medians.
Trade imbalance = buyer- less seller-initiated volume
(standardized)

More liquidity on Roll Day (table 3)
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A simple model of strategic trading
Three intervals: PRE, DURING, and AFTER.


Each interval has N trading periods.

Liquidator: Quantity QL. Trade in DURING interval.
Monopolist Strategic trader (ST) chooses quantities to
maximize profits (trade with or against in DURING interval)


Trades sum to zero across three intervals.

Non-strategic traders (Non-ST) (natural counterparties),
represented by the limit order book, absorb the liquidation.
Simplifying assumption: Liquidator and strategic traders
(a) use market orders, and (b) trade at an even rate across
N periods during any interval that they trade.

Model set-up follows Chap. 15 of
Hasbrouck (2007).
Value (beg of period ‘t’): Vt-1 = V0 +λQt-1 where
Midpoint (beg of period ‘t’):

t

Qt = ∑qi
i=1

t −1

Mt =V0 + λQt−1 +γθAt−1 where At = ∑θ j qt − j
j =0

Traded price: Pt = Mt + (λ+γ) qt
Resiliency parameter
If θ= 0, fully resilient. The book refills instantaneously.
If 0<θ<1, the book takes time to refill, and the temporary
impact extends into future periods.
If θ= 1, the temporary impact is never reversed, and thus is
indistinguishable from permanent impact.
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Model: Order flow and proceeds
PRE order flow:

where positive values ofρp
and ρd indicate strategic
trading in the direction of
liquidator.

Qp = −ρpQL

DURING order flow: Qd =−(1+ρd )QL
AFTER order flow: Qa = QL (ρd + ρ p )
Performance measures:

1. Maximize Liquidator’s Proceeds: LP = Q L Pd .
AC = QL ρ p Pp + QL (1 − ρd ) Pd − QL (ρ p + ρd )Pa
2. Non-ST’s Acquisition Costs:
3. ST’s profits: SP= QL[ρp(Pp − Pa) + ρd (Pd − Pa)]

[

SP=QL2 ρp2(I2 −2I0)+ρd2(I1 −2I0)+ρpρd(I2 −2I0)+I1ρp +(I1 −I0)ρd
solve for ρp

* and

ρd

]

*

4. Extent to which price is distorted and subsequently reversed.
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V0=100; QL=20 units; N=32
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Resiliency of NYMEX Crude Oil Market
Separate parameters on Roll vs. non-Roll days.
Front versus Second month contract.
Models based on (a) 5-second interval with 60-lags and (b)
1-second interval with 75 lags.


Results robust to 10-second and 30-second intervals.

Permanent impact based on order-flow surprise (Madhavan et
al (1997), Huang and Stoll (1997), Sadka (2006)).
Implemented using NYMEX order data.

Resiliency estimates (table 5)

Discussion of resiliency results
Front month is more liquid than second month.
Evidence of Market Stress on Roll days:


Temporary impact is larger and Market is less resilient.

Permanent price impact is positive on Roll days:



Other informed traders mayy p
prefer to trade during
g the Roll.
Roll day impact is smaller for front month.

Reconciling estimates of θ
5-second model yields front month θ= 0.959
12 = 0.605.
 Proportion of TI that persists after 1 min: 0.959
 After 5 min = 0.081; After 15 min = 0.0005.
 Crude Oil Futures market is resilient.
Numerical illustrations: 32 intervals per period ≈ 15 min / trading
day. All θestimates yield resiliency < 0.3 at a 15 minute interval.
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Strategic traders around the Roll (table 6)
Based on CFTC trader account-level data
Three intervals: BEFORE [Day -3, Roll Day (9 AM)]; AFTER
[Roll Day (5 p.m.), Day +3]; DURING is rest.
Identify strategic trader accounts:
[|Net inventory change|/Total Activity]ROLL < 25%
Classify each account into one of twelve trading strategies


Liquidity provision: ST1-ST5; Predatory: ST8 – ST12.

Strategic volume: The account’s round trip volume around
the roll. Aggregate strategic volume for each strategy.
Normalized strategic volume: [strategy volume –
complementary volume] on Roll and non-Roll windows.

Table 6, Panel B.
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Trade types (table 2)

Imputed cost of ETF Roll (table 7)
Did the ETF Roll affect settlement price on Roll day?
Proportional Roll cost = Cost of [sell front + buy second]
= ln(F2T/F1T) - ln(F2B/F1B) = ST – SB
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Why does USO underperform crude oil?
Spot investors incur the interest cost of carrying inventory,
storage and insurance costs and earn convenience yield.
ln(F (m) / F (n))
Cost of carry St = t(m − n)t
Spot Risk Premium = Spot Price/Expected Spot Price(St)
⎡P ⎤
U t +1 = ln
l ⎢ t +S1t ⎥
⎣ Pt e ⎦

Daily Spot return:
Daily Futures return: ln⎡ Ft +1(m −1)⎤ = ln⎡ Pt +1e
⎢
⎥
⎣ Ft (m) ⎦




St+1 (m−1)
⎤
⎢
⎥
S (m)
⎣ Pte
⎦

⎡ Ft +1(m −1) ⎤
⎥ = Ut + (m −1)ΔS
⎣ Ft (m) ⎦

Î ln⎢

Spot outperform futures in contango markets.
Futures return does not depend on St but on ΔS.

Table 8: CRB dataset

Conclusion
We study trading strategies, liquidity and price patterns
surrounding rolls by eight ETFs designed to track crude oil.










Net roll activity by ETFs is economically significant.
Evidence based on limit order book depth, spread measures
and number of liquidity providing accounts increased
competition from liquidity providers on Roll days
days.
We find evidence that oil futures markets are indeed resilient.
For the range of resiliency parameters that we estimate, our
model predicts that sunshine trading will dominate.
Our analysis of trader-accounts based on CFTC data support a
strategy where traders provide liquidity on Roll day and shift
selling pressure to the preceding day.
Overall, we find evidence in support of Sunshine Trading and
little evidence that ETFs are hurt by preannouncing the roll.
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